PREPARING THE CHAIR FOR USE

A
1. Grip handle
2. Apply foot brakes
   - ON
   - OFF
4. Lower front of seat

B
1. Lock fully open with the **two** safety catches.
2. Pull strap to release handle.

Safety Note: Do not release safety catches or adjust handle with passenger seated.

C
1. Assist passenger into chair.
2. Fasten seat belt.
3. Adjust headrest.
DESCENDING THE STAIRS

1. Release brakes.
   B. Move to top of stairs on 4 wheels
   C. Tilt chair backwards and position square to stairs.
   Tip: Use the balance point for ease at this stage.

Safety Note: Use additional operators for small spaces, uneven surfaces etc.

2. Proceed forward over top step and down with tracks resting on stair nosings.
   Tip: Communicate with passenger at every stage for reassurance.

3. A. Operator maintains upright posture.
   B. Apply pressure towards stairs to control descent.
   C. Stand chair on all wheels to turn and for travel on level surfaces.
   Tip: You can also turn the chair inclined at the balance point
   Tip: To ease forward tilt, stop with the rear wheels approx. 8cm (3”) above landing.

Safety Note: Apply brakes if leaving chair and passenger unattended on level surfaces.
CARRY FACILITY

1. Raise rear carry / push handle
2. Prepare for use as Versa

4. With passenger seated fasten and adjust 4 point harness straps if required

Tip: Refer to instruction label on rear handle.

5. Tilt chair backwards at bottom step to raise front handles

also...

6. Using 2 or more operators as necessary, lift the chair clear of the stairs and climb

Tip: Also for spiral stairs, over obstacles, rubble etc.

Superb mobility on level surfaces with extended rear push handle.

Tip: Rear push handle can be folded down for stair descent if required.